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Writer Annie Dillard said, "One of the few things I know about writing is this: spend it all, shoot it, play it, lose it, all, right away, every time. . . . These things fill from behind, from beneath, like well water." As we play it all at Illinois Wesleyan, we learn how crucial writing is to academics, and our collective well fills with thousands of papers' worth of scholarship during the year. The Undergraduate Review hopes to dip in and offer up the finest cupful to be found.

For their work in gaining that end, thanks goes out to the authors for sharing the results of their intellectual labors, to everyone who submitted papers for making the search for good papers easy and the decision between them difficult, to the editorial board for their efforts, to Jenny Lietzau for all of her help, to Rachel Xidis for putting together the cover design, to Justin Williams and Scott Rabowski for their help with the project's hurdles, and to Student Senate for their generous support.
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